Abstract-Research on communication collection pattern for traditional fixed nodes with some mobile ones has been already extensive. However, almost nothing is done in tiered movement policy while movement track is unknown and sensor nodes drift at random direction. To fit the development of "smart dust" wireless sensor network, a new moving control strategy based on RSSI real-time localization is proposed in the multi-tier mobile sensor networks. First, we divide the monitoring field into several sub-regions so that fusion nodes can collect data in their own parts respectively, and use constraints-based mobile localization (CML) algorithm to calculate the location information of each sensor node. Then, a new Maximum Likelihood Nearest Neighbor (MLNN) algorithm is proposed to design optimal routes for fusion nodes. Finally, each fusion node can collect sensed data along this route. Simulation results show that the moving control strategy can provide a good solution of the problem on tiered mobile network of instable communication and high-fraction of event loss. Only layouting a small number of fusion nodes, the network can receive higher data success rate and lower data transmission delay, and is very suitable for the largescale industry real-time monitoring application of wireless sensor networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are a current focus of research interest because of their broad applicability in areas such as environmental observation, military monitoring, building monitoring and disaster relief. In order to precipitate the application of WSNs, it is critical to reduce the cost of hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes. Therefore the technologies of wireless sensor networks are under active research and development in recent years [1, 2] . In data collection applications, the sensed data always congregate towards one or more powerful fusion nodes. However, if the fusion nodes are static, the sensors that are close to the fusion nodes would become hotspots and die earlier than other sensors because they have to transmit huge amounts of data for other sensors. The hotspots problem causes an early rupture of the network because the hotspots nodes no longer relay data for the farther nodes when they run out of their energy. Although optimizing energy efficiency in local areas of a network can prolong network lifetime to a certain extent, the energy balance of the whole network cannot be achieved.
There are several possible ways to handle the hotspots problem. The first method is to move some workloads from the hotspots to light-hearted ones, which is the main method of many energy-aware routing protocols [3] . The workloads may include data delivery, heavy computation, frequent access of memory, and so on. The second method is to deploy multiple sinks [4] . Multiple sinks can cooperate with each other to lighten the workloads of hotspots and enhance the energy efficiency of sensor networks. The third method is to make sinks move. A mobile sink can redirect traffic flows and help to equilibrate the energy consumption among sensor nodes [5, 6] . Since sink mobility can reduce hotspots and balance energy consumption among sensor nodes [7] , we focus on the kind of sensor network with multiple mobile elements, which are in charge of gathering the sensed data of all sensor nodes periodically.
In the applications that gather data periodically, the purpose of employing mobile elements is usually to improve flexibility and prolong network lifetime while gathering sensed data timely, reliably and efficiently. However, traversing the network area in a timely and efficient way is critical since failure to visit some areas will result in data loss, while infrequently visiting some regions will result in large delivery delays. Thus not all moving manners are appropriate for the fusion nodes in these applications. First, the fusion node cannot move in a random way, which is energy-unconscious and only a little beneficial to balancing energy consumption [8] . Second, a mobile fusion node that moves along fixed route lacks flexibility and scalability because its moving path has to be redesigned for different networks [9] . In contrast, autonomous moving schemes, in which a fusion node makes moving decisions according to the circumstances at that time, can provide reasonable adaptability to various types of network conditions.
In this paper, we firstly propose a new multi-tier mobile sensor network architecture. Based on this new sensor network architecture, we then propose a novel moving control strategy for mobile fusion nodes. This strategy designs an optimal movement route of each fusion node for efficient data collection based on RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication) real-time localization. Our data-collecting period consists of three phases: region partitioning, mobile localization for sensor nodes, and optimal route designment for fusion nodes. First, monitoring field is divided into several sub-regions so that multiple fusion nodes can collect data in their own regions respectively. Then fusion nodes use constraintsbased mobile localization (CML) algorithm to compute location information of each sensor node. Finally each fusion node can design an optimal route by Maximum Likelihood Nearest Neighbor (MLNN) algorithm and then collect sensed data along this route. After the three phases, fusion nodes will transmit all collected data to control node with multi-hop way. Simulation results show that the moving control strategy suits can provide a good solution of the problem on tiered mobile network of instable communication and high-fraction of event loss.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the related work on mobile sensor networks. Section III describes the multi-tier mobile sensor network architecture. Section IV presents our moving control strategy in detail and simulation results are provided in Section V. Finally, section VI concluded this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Wireless sensor networks with mobile devices have drawn more and more attention recently. This type of network can provide flexible services in practical applications, such as in farming system [10] . Much work has been carried out on several aspects, such as network architecture, data gathering protocols, the influence on network performance, distributed localization of mobile sinks, and so on.
In Ref. [11] , the authors proposed a three-tier network architecture, which uses mobile elements (called MULEs) to transport data from sensors to access point. This architecture aims to achieve energy saving in sensor nodes by using short range radios. However, this moving strategy where MULE moves randomly is not suitable for collecting data periodically because the worst-case delay cannot be bounded. In Ref. [12] , message ferries (MF) are used to route data from one node to another in a sparse ad hoc network. Based on a given traffic matrix, the goal of message ferrying approach is to find the optimal route of a ferry so that the average delay from source to destination is minimized while meeting the bandwidth requirement of flows.
Two heuristic algorithms, Local Closest First (LCF) and Global Closest First (GCF), are proposed to optimize the route of Mobile Agents (MAs) in Ref. [13] . Both of them involve the use of a single MA object launched from the PE station that sequentially visits all sensors. However, their performance deteriorates as the network size grows. In Ref. [14, 15] , a path planning for a mobile device was formulated as the mobile element scheduling (MES) problem based on the assumption that a mobile element visits each sensor node to collect data. Although the strategies in which a mobile device visits each sensor node or awakes one-hop neighbor nodes to collect sensed data can save the most energy, due to the limited moving speed of an actual mobile device, sensed data will suffer from enormous latency when the networks size scales up.
The authors of Ref. [8] have theoretically proved that, under the conditions of a short path routing and a round network region, moving along network periphery is the optimum strategy for a mobile sink. Their analysis was based on an ideal load-balanced short path routing protocol and the simulations were performed without consideration of MAC effects.A heuristic algorithm is proposed to determine the moving directions and distances of mobile sinks [16] . The sink moves towards the nodes that generate the most number of data packets, but it moves only when it detects an unacceptable performance. Thus the scheme is more suitable for eventdriven applications, such as detecting targets, rather than data-collecting application where all nodes transmit sensed data periodically.
In Ref. [17] , the authors first set arbitrary initial values of diffusion system parameters, which made a contribution to the optimal trajectories of sensors, and then sensed data were collected during the course of sensor moving. In turn, after analyzing the data collected, the network updates the trajectories of sensors, which are more useful to neutralize the pollution in that scenario. A energy-efficient data-dissemination protocol is proposed in Ref. [18] . This protocol utilizes a virtual grid which is constructed in network initialization stage. The mobile sinks creates path with the grid head of the former grid. However, frequent creation of paths owing to movements of the sinks may increase energy consumption of sensor nodes and hence decrease the network lifetime.
III. THE MULTI-TIER SENSOR NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Recently sensor node S mainly used fixed pattern to collect data, but future "smart dust" mobile sensor nodes surely will substitute traditional fixed nodes. This 'smart dust' will float as the air flow or drift as the water flow. Mobility of sensor nodes presents a unique and challenging set of issues. For instance, network transmission invalid. Mobility of S nodes result in instability on signal reception and vast network communication break-off, making fusion nodes unable to maintain connectivity with S nodes. Multi-hop transmission pattern of traditional sensor network cost enormously to keep routing information, it can not satisfy node communication with highly dynamic change.
Combing the future developing direction of network, the multi-tier mobile sensor network architecture is proposed. The sensor nodes are divided into three tiers according to different functions: S node (Sensor), F node (Fusion) and C node (Control). The capacity and complexity of the nodes are increased in accordance with the order. The bottom tire of the network consists of randomly distributed simple S nodes; their function is the easiest among three tiers. They can be static or mobile as the environmental factor (air, water, etc) changed. The intermediate tire is made up of mobile nodes that have more resources relative to S nodes. Each F node is mobile with Global Positioning System (GPS) [19] and in charge of collecting sensor data in its own dominated area. C node is the top tier, and its distribution depends on the size of the monitoring area. They can communicate with F node to collecting network data, and communicate with each other to control the whole network. The new network architecture is shown in Fig. 1 . This new mobile sensor network architecture reduces the capacity of every single node. The random deployment of massive S nodes increases the expansion of network applications, and the regional movements of F nodes ensure the reliability of the information transmission. The architecture possesses the following characteristics:
1) S nodes drift with environment, whose mobility is unpredictable and random.
2) S nodes don't inter-communicate, and transmit all the sensed data to F nodes with a single-hop way.
3) F nodes deploy the moving strategy according to the movement of S nodes. They collect data from S nodes and transmit them to C node with multi-hop way.
The moving control strategy of F nodes is studied under the proposed network architecture. We intend to reduce the impact of S node's random movement on network performance, and let F nodes collect data in a timely and efficient way.
IV. AUTONOMOUS MOVING CONTROL STRATEGY
Based on new multi-tier mobile sensor network architecture, our data-collecting period consists of three phase: region partitioning, mobile localization for S nodes and optimal route designment for F node. Unlike the strategy in [20] , our strategy makes F nodes move proactively towards S nodes that move unpredictably and randomly. First, monitoring field is divided into several sub-regions so that multiple F nodes can collect data from S nodes in their own parts respectively. Then F nodes use constraints-based mobile localization (CML) algorithm to compute location information of each S node. Finally each F node can design an optimal route by Maximum Likelihood Nearest Neighbor (MLNN) algorithm and then collect sensed data along this route. After the three phases, F nodes will transmit all collected data to C node with multi-hop way. We assume that F nodes know their own geographic locations by GPS services.
A. Region Partitioning
The monitoring field is first partitioned into several individual sub-regions and have one F node in each part. The boundaries of sub-regions can be decided according to network scale, node density and communication radius of F node. And the number of sub-regions is calculated based on monitoring region size and communication radius of F nodes. Thus S nodes whose distance is close are divided into the same sub-region for being visited by F nodes.
In general, sensor node includes two kinds of communication mechanism: circular mechanism and discrete mechanism. The boundary shape corresponds separately to circular arc and straight line. The circular partition makes the boundary have overlap section, while discrete partition makes the boundary among sub-regions very clear. Therefore, the monitoring region can be partitioned into several rectangular parts, which can be shown in Fig. 2 . From Fig. 2 , the monitoring field is partitioned into six rectangular sub-regions and deploys one F node in each sub-region to collect data from S nodes. S nodes in their own parts will be arranged into a visit sequence based on their geographic positions. This partitioning mechanism can reduce the impact of S node's random movement on network performance and improve the reliability of information transmission
B. Mobile Localization for S Nodes
Based on the three-tier mobile network architecture, a new localization algorithm is proposed based on the F node's mobile localization. The main idea is to let F nodes traverse the entire network and broadcast periodically its current location information, which can be very effective for sensor localization. Here S nodes don't have ability to measure their own positions. This localization scheme first designs the mobile route for F nodes, and then makes them traverse the entire region 
R denotes the communication radius of S node and T denotes the time interval in which F node broadcasts its location information for one time. We make F node traverse the whole region A in a snake-like fashion and broadcast periodically the location information. Thus the information sent by F node can be distributed with a grid manner. This trajectory can make the location information of F node cover the entire region A, as shown in Fig. 3 . Therefore, each S node in the region A will obtain enough localization reference information and then achieve the localization accuracy. In Fig. 3 , region A is partitioned into (L/R) sub-regions whose span is S R . F node moves from coordinate P in a straight-line way and its moving velocity is v. Then F node traverses the whole region in a snake-like fashion and broadcasts its current location information at timeslice T which includes its current-position and currenttime. F node will change its travel direction when reaching the boundary. As a result, S nodes in the communication range of F can all receive F's location information and then compute their current locations by constraints-based mobile localization algorithm.
2) Constraints-based mobile localization:
After receiving the location information of F node, each S node in region A will measure the received signal strength indication (RSSI) and calculate the relative distance to F node immediately. According to the location information for F node and the relative distance, each S node can calculate its own position. In general, if S node wants to compute its own position by trilateral measurement, it must obtain more than three non-collinear location information of F node [21] . However, during F node's mobile localizing, S node will move to other location randomly, which causes the calculated location through trilateral measurement to be not very accurate. A new constraints-based mobile localization (CML) algorithm is proposed to realize S node's mobile localization, as shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4 , F node broadcasts periodically its current location information. S node can compute the relative distance to F node according to the received RSSI. After obtaining more than two collinear location information of F node, S node may calculate its own approximate position through bilateral measurement. Then it can derive the accurate position according to the constraints, as shown in the following equations: After determining own positions, S nodes immediately transmit them to F node. So F node can preserve all the S nodes' location information by maintaining a network topology information table, which includes node's ID, node's position and transmission time. Therefore, each S node's movement tendancy can be predicted and then an optimal movement route for F node can be designed.
C. Optimal Route Designment for F Node
According to the global network topology information table, an optimal movement route for F can be designed by a new Maximum Likelihood Nearest Neighbor (MLNN) algorithm, which makes the distance traced by F is minimum. Then F node can visit all the S nodes along this route starting from region center point O . This scheme can substantially increase data success rate and reduce data delivery delay. Finding the minimum distance route taken by F node is Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP): WSNs is represented by a weightedconnection graph ) , ,
where each node i in V corresponds to a sensor i S . E denotes edge set and
is edge-weight function. A TSP loop in graph G is a Hamilton loop. This TSP loop is denoted by
, where
and
. Let TSP(G) denotes the set of all TSP loops. We define that:
Then a TSP loop * T whose weight is minimum is asked for meeting the following formula:
Traditional nearest neighbor (NN) algorithm can effectively resolve this problem. But it has to select edges with maximal weight in the final few steps, which deteriorates the performance. This paper proposes an improved MLNN algorithm, which can transform shortest path problem into maximal likelihood problem: Suppose the distance matrix of network D is:
Here ij d is the element in line i and row j. It denotes the distance for node i to j, and
Assume each node has n properties:
is the maximum value of row j in the distance matrix D. So the value scope of
Define likelihood coefficient is:
So likelihood coefficient matrix is:
where ij λ denotes node i's relative property value under j P , that is the relative position in
It represents the relative similarity between i and j. Therefore, the selection should satisfy the following formula:
The main steps of MLNN are listed in Table I:   TABLE I. MAIN STEPS OF ALGORITHM MLNN
Algorithm MLNN is described as follows:
Step1: Compute the likelihood coefficient matrix λ according to distance matrix D;
Step2: Let start=1;
Step3: Let i=start;
Step4: Find the maximum value ik λ o f row i in matrix λ ;
Step5: Put node k into the path table;
Step6: Let Based on this algorithm, F can compute an optimal route. However, S node's random movement may impact on the performance. Thus we propose a random movement model for S node: Gauss-Markov Mobility Model. This model very adapts to different levels of randomness via one tuning parameter. Initially each S node is assigned a current speed and direction. At fixed intervals of time, n, movement occurs by updating the speed and direction of each S node. Specifically, the value of speed and direction at the st n ) 1 ( − instance and a random variable using the following equations: In Fig. 6(a) , after collecting the data from S5, F node is going to visit S6. When it arrives, S6 may have moved to other position. At this time F is still within the range of S6. It collects the data from S6 and then will move to next node S7. However, when F arrives, S6 may have moved to other position out of the range of F, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . At his time, by integrating Gauss-Markov model with the global network topology table, F node can approximately compute S6's current offset position P. Then F will move to P and visit S6. After collecting the data form S6, F then will visit the next node S7 in the path table. This scheme can efficiently compute an optimal movement route for F node, and can also substantially increase data success rate.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Based on the multi-tier sensor network architecture, we conduct some analysis of the proposed scheme in terms of S node's localization error and data loss rate. In the simulations, 100 S nodes with the same initial energy are distributed randomly in a square region of 200m×200m. We employ CSMA-CA as the MAC protocol and adopt a practical radio energy model. 
A. S Node's Localization Error
During F node's traversing region A, S node can compute the relative distance to F node according to the received RSSI. After obtaining more than two collinear location information of F node, S node may calculate its own approximate position through bilateral measurement. Then it can derive the accurate position according to the constraints and transmit it to F node. We adopt the following space propagation loss model:
We assume that ,
The average value of σ X is 0, and the variance 5 = σ . After computing the RSSI, S node can calculate its position coordinate through (1 is S node's actual coordinate. Fig. 7 illustrates the relationship between S node's localization error and S node's ID. We don't consider the wireless environment disturbance and the uncertainty of distance measurement. Let the number of F node is 4. Each F node realizes mobile localization for S nodes in their own sub-regions. Localization accuracy mainly depends on F node's velocity and time interval for launching signal. From the Fig. 7 , we can see that the maximal localization error is 4.6 ％ , and the average localization error is 0.88 ％ . Constraints-based mobile localization algorithm can effectively improve S node's localization accuracy.
B. Network Data Loss Rate
After mobile location, F node can preserve all the S nodes' location information by maintaining network topology information table. According to this table, an optimal movement route for F can be designed by MLNN algorithm, which makes the distance traced by F is minimum. Then F node can visit all the S nodes along this route starting from region central point O . When the number of S nodes in one sub-region is set to 31, an optimal movement route of F node can be computed by MLNN, as shown in Fig. 8 . In the above figure, the F node traverses the whole sub-region along this route for collecting the sensed data from S nodes. However, when it arrives, S node may have been out of the communication range of it. At this time, F can't receive the data form S and the packet loss event occurs. Data loss rate is defined as the ratio of the data lost due to S node's random movement to the total amount of data generated: Loss=(1-Gr/G)×100%. Here Gr denotes the total received data, and G denotes the total amount of data generated. Fig. 9 illustrates the relationship between the data loss rate and the speed of F node in the network. From Fig. 9 , it can be observed that the data loss rate reduces gradually as F node's speed increases. This is because that the impact of S node's random mobility on data loss rate will get bigger and bigger as data collection period increases. By increasing F node's speed, the data collection period is shortened and so the incidence of data loss is reduced. However, if F node's speed surpasses some value, such as 12m/s, it can't collect all the S node's data in a short time. This condition causes the change of data loss rate to be comparatively slower. We can also observed that, when the data loss rate of four Fnode case drops to 8%, the curve of twelve F-node case still approaches 12% with the increasing number of F node. This is because that increasing the number of F node not only reduces the data collection period but also reduces the chance of meeting with other S nodes which move randomly. Therefore, although the performance of the twelve F-node case has smaller data loss at lower speed, it's advantage disappears for high speed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we first propose a new multi-tier mobile sensor network architecture. Based on this architecture, a new moving control strategy is proposed for fusion nodes. First, monitoring field is divided into several rectangular regions so that multiple F nodes can collect data in their own regions respectively. Then F nodes use CML algorithm to compute location information of all sensor nodes. Finally each F node can design an optimal route by MLNN algorithm and then collect sensed data along this route.
Via research on the movement track of F nodes, we intend to reduce the impact of S node's random movement on network performance. Simulation results show that the proposed moving control strategy can solve the defects of the unreliability of network and the high data loss rate caused by the multi-layer mobile nodes. It fits not only the current collection method of static deployed nodes, but also can meet the needs of "smart dust" type mobile nodes in the future, which has a wide application value.
